
Revolutionizing Business 
Networking with 
AI-Powered Dynamic 
Content Cards

The unique value proposition of Cmylead lies in it’s convenience, flexibility in design, and combination of interactive features. 
A SAAS product built for international enterprises & B2B companies by a combination of a tech company and traditional printers.



● Due to Covid-19 and the world recession, meetings are less 

physical, and so are business cards.

● Employment rotation is spinning much faster, especially 

with the Z generation defining eternity as 2 years. Costly 

leads are lost with the change of personnel.

● Large enterprises must meet ESG requirements.

● So CmyLead took the business cards one step further and 

created an information channel and lead generator through 

a dynamic business card and email signature.

● Thus the timing is perfect for CmyLead as companies need 

an effective, environmental friendly, multi language, digital 

tool that can create are retain leads.



● Available online as it is a SAAS product available in multiple languages using AI.

● Creates automatically a lead with no effort from the receiver that is transfers to the CRM

● CmyLead delivers to the customer administrative management metadata and efficiency rapports



That's not all!

We sure you'll find what you need among our unique features

Customize your unique virtual background, share your profile by the 

easiest way, create a dynamic email signature and add links to your 

social media to be in touch with other users 



27 Million 10 Billion

8 Billion 88%

Business Cards
Printed Daily

Business Cards
Printed Annually

Of those 10 billion will be 
thrown out within a week 

Of business cards are 
thrown out

Business Cards: 
Where do they go?



Yearly subscription cost per user

Free

Starter

1 user/company

Choose plan

$25/year

Professional

5 user/company

Enterprise

Choose plan

25+ user/company

Contact us

$?/year



At CmyLead, we provide the tools 

you need to enhance your 

networking experience and build 

meaningful connections. Explore 

our range of features and take your 

networking efforts to the next level.



"I love how I can customize my Cmylead to reflect my 
personal brand. The interactive features like adding 
my social media profiles and portfolio make it easy 
for potential clients to connect with me and see my 
work. It's a game-changer!" 

Susanne, Freelance Designer

“Those who do not “go crazy” 
when they see Cmylead, do not 
understand the product! “

Tom, Purchase manager

Cmylead cards have transformed the way I network 
and share my contact information. With just a simple 
tap, I can instantly share my card with anyone I meet. 
It's convenient, professional, and makes a lasting 
impression." 

 John, Sales Professional

“The centralization capabilities of Cmylead provide 
valuable analytics and insights into contact 
engagement, tracking views, clicks, and interactions 
with customers. This data help us to understand how 
our team is performing and optimize their networking 
efforts accordingly.” 

 Karen, VP sales



Our team



BECOME OUR DISTRIBUTOR 

We are looking for new Commercial 
Agents and Distributors from Europe and 
other countries of the World.



THANK YOU!

Meet us at stand P05-001 in Paris and collect your Cmylead

Visit our website - cmylead.com 

Scan to get 
free NFC card


